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Characteristics of a Programming Language

A good language will allow
a quite- of the

may be done is essentially

ltdffi[fiE]

. Portability: High-level languages, being essentially machine independent, should be able
't0

. Brevity: Language should have the ability to implement the algorithm with less amount
of code. Programs expressed in high-level languages are often considerably shorter than
their low*level equivalents. :'

. Etror checking: Being human; a programmer is likely, to make many mistakei in the
development of a computer program. Many high-level languages enforce a great deal of
error checking both at compile-time and at run-time.
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Coding*tandards and guidelines

Good software development organizations usually develop their own coding standards and

guidelines depending on what best suits their organization and the type of products they develop.

The following are some representative coding standards.

l. Rules for limiting the use of global: These rules list what types of data can be declared

global and what cannot.

rt?ror'{t$r"& Jt'
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4. Error return conventions and exception handling mechanisms: The way error
conditions are reported by differeht'frrnctions in a program are handled should be

standard within an organization. For example, difflerent functions while encountering an

error condition should either return a 0 or 1 consistently.

The following. are some representative coding guidelines recommended by many software
devel opment organ ization s.

3. Do not use an identifier for multiple purposes: Programmers often use the same
identifier to denote several temporary entities. For example, some programmers use a
temporary loop variable for computing and a storing the final result. The rationale that is
usually given by these programm€rs:for such multiple uses of variables is memory
efficiency, e.g. three variables use up three memory locations, whereas the same variable
used in three different ways uses just one memory location. However, there are several
things wrong with this approach and hence should be avoided. Some of the problems
caused by use of variables for multiple purposes as follows:

DEPT {}r'CrSr6 & /r
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. Use of variables for multiple purposes usually makes future enhancements more

difficult.

5. The Iength of any funqlion should not exceed 10 source lines: A functrQn that is very

lengtrhy is usually very difficult to understand as it probably carries out many different
functions. For the same reason, lengthy functions are likely to have

larger number of bugs.

6. Do not use goto statements: Use of goto statements makes a program unstructured and

very difficult to rurderstand.

a Discrrssion should focus on discoveyof errors and not on how to fix the discovered

DEP? *F {SE & T1'
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Nonterminating loops.

Array indices out of bounds.

Improper storage allocation and deallocation.
Mismatches between actual and formal parameter in procedure calls.
Use of incorrect logical operators or incorrect precedence among operators.
lmproper modification of loop variables.

Comparison of equally of floating point variables, etc.

Clean Room Testing
Clean room testing was pioneered by IBM. This type of testing relies heavily on walk throughs,
inspection, and formal verification. The programmers are not allowed to test any of their code by
executing the code other tlran doing some syntax testing using a compiler. The software
development philosophy is based on avoiding software defects by using a rigorous inspection
process. The objective of this software is zero-defect software. The name oclean room' was
derived from the analogy with semi-conductor fabrication units. In these units (clean rooms),
defects are avoided by manufacturing in ultra-clean atmosphere. In this kind of development,
inspections to check the consistency of the components with their specifications has replaced
unit-testing.
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Different types of software documents can broadly be classified into the following:

. Internal documentation

. External documentation :

Internal documentation is the code comprehension features provided as part of the.source code
itself. Internal documentation is provided throtgh appropriate module headers and comments
embedded in the source code. Internal documentation is also provided through the useful variable
names, module and function headers, code indentation, code structuring, use of enumerated types
and constant identifiers, use of user-defined data types, etc. Careful experiments suggest that out
of all types of internal documentation meaningful variable names is most useful in understanding
the code. This is of course in contrast to the common expectation that code commenting would
be the most useful. The research finding is obviously ffue when comments are written without
thought. For example, the following style of code commenting does not in any way help in
understanding the code.

a: 10; /* a made 10 */

But even when code is carefully commented, meaningful variable names still are more helpful in
understanding a piece of code. Good software development organizations usually ensure good
internal documentation by appropriately formulating their coding standards and coding
guidelines.

External documentation is provided through various b?es of supporting documents such as

users' manual, software requirements specification document, design document, test documents,
etc. A systematic

orderly fashion.
ensures that all these documents are produced in an

I)rPr 0r {:sg & 1r
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fESTING

Aim of Testing
The aim of the testing process is to identifu all defects existing in a software product. However

for most practical systems, even after satisfactorily carrying out the testing phase, it is not

possible to guarantee that the software is error free. This is because of the fact that the input data

domain of most software products is very large. It is not practical to test the software

exhaustive$'with respect to ea0h value that the input data may assume. Even wi&,this practicql

limitation of the testing process, the importance of testing should not be underestimated. It must

be remembered that testing does expose many defects existing in a softlvare product. Thus

testing provides a practical way of reducing defects in a system and increasing the users'

confidence in a developed system.

T)EPT {}F C.lU & 1T
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i.e. they do not detect any additional defects not already bei$ detected by othei test cases in the
suite. Thus. the number of random test cases in a test suite is, in general, not an indication of the
effectiveness of the testing. In other words, teSting a system using a large collection of test cases

that are selected at random does not guarantee tnat atL(or even most) olthe errors in the system
will be uncovered. Consider the following example code segment which finds the greater of *o
integer values x and y. This code segment has a simple programming error.

if (x>y)

max: x;
else

max = x;

For tlre above iode segment, the test suite, {(x=3 ,y:2);(x=2rp3)} can deteci the error, whereas a
larger test suite {(x=3ry=2);(x:4,p3);(x=5;-1)} does not detect the error. So, it would be
incorrect to say that a larger test suite would always detect more erors than a smaller one. unless

of course the larger test suite has also been carefully designed. This implies that the test suite
should be carefully designed than picked randomly, Therefirre, systematic approaches should be

followed to design an optimal test suite. In an optimal test suite, each test case is designed to
detect different errors.

DEPT OI; T:SE & 1T
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BLACK.BOX TESTING

Testing in the large vs. testing in the small
Software products are normally tested first at the individual component (or unit) level. This is
refered to as testing in the small. After testing all the components individually, the components

are slowly integrated and tested at each level of integration (integration testing). Finally, the fully
integrated system is tested (called system testing). Integration and system testing are known as

testing in the large.

Unit Testing
Unit testing is undertaken after a module has been coded and successfully reviewed. Unit testing
(or module testing) is the testing of different units (or modules) of a system in isolation.

In order to test a single module, a complete environrnent is needed to provide all that is necessary

for execution of the module. That is, besides the module under test itself, the following steps are

needed in order to be able to test the module:

. The procedures belonging to other modules that the module under test calls.

. Nonlocal data structures that the module accesses.

. A procedure to call the functions of the module under test with appropriate parameters.
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Fig. 1 9. 1 : Unit testing with'the help of driver and stub modules
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Example 2: Design the black-box test suite for the following program. The program conrputes

the intersection point of two straight lines and displays the result. It reads two integer pairs (rn1,

cl) and (m2, c2) defining the two straight lines ofthe form 5mx + c.

The equivalence classes are the following:
. Parallel lines (m l:m2, cl*c2)
. Intersecting lines (m llm2)
. Coincident Iines (m I =m2, c I =c2)

.oEFro.J+..esf &/r
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.WHITE-BOX TEST.ING

.On0'white,-box'testin$ st@gyisisaidito. *'li'biidei'],,,!l $iithdil ei if{l}RpUryBddi$

second testing strategy additionally detects ro*" *o." tle.r of .rro.r. When two testing

=trat-giei-$61 errors'tha(,arre.dift@ fled +i ,,:4*@ some types of errors, then they
are called complementary. The concepts of itronger and Complementary testing are schematically
illustrated in fig. 20.1.

'Fjg. 2'0.I I S'tr get'and"dptfu*p@ t#ing straregies

Statement Coverage
The itatement coverage strategy aims to design test cases so that every statement in a program is
,exeCuted at ieast once. The principal idea rni*S the statemtnt coverage straiegy is that
unless. a Stat nent is. executed, it is very hard to determine if an error exists in'thflt statement.
Unless a statement is executed, it is very difficult to observe whether it causes failure due to
some illegal memory access, wrong rerrlt co*putation, etc. However, executing some statement
once and observing that it behaves properly for that input value is no guarantee that it will

fiflFli#flc*u:-:& Jr
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behave oorreCtly for all inputvalues, In fu f-oll#ing; designing of test cases using th6 statement

Haiiiibeen: o:wn.

Example: Consider the Euclid's GCD computation algorithm:

I.l.

,.., , .-1 While (X! * y.\,:i i

.t:

3x=x_y;

<I
- "t

\
J

By choosing the test set {(x=3, y-3), (x;4,53), (x:3, y:4)}, *e can exercise the program such

the, branch. c veiage-based testing ltrategy, test cases are desi@ to makd eiicq.b. ch

condition to assume true and false values in turn. Branch testin-e is also known as edge testing as

la thrs testin$scheme,,e,ach edge o-f-.a pr.o_$11,ontro1,flo1v gr.4 is traversed.at least once.

-

Wuey qgn.p*.d tQ'ithe {@ent 'coter, ge:h,Ased,!estin$-,$or Etc}id?s'GCD.. piltati

k ryuct ,, testiilg, teii,cas*are des-igned: to rnake each..comp6, t of a compo.site

pon&io'nal exp n to'assu 
,!-,gfh 

true'4 fa1Se values. Fbr,e ffilei k the conditional

Uxpi..ii,* i((p1:4dia2),ord)$d old bii cl, e2=,:44d #are each made to assume both tme

and false values, Branch teiting is piobably the simplest condition testing strategy where only
the compound conditions appearing in tne diiferent branch statements are made to assume the

dde and false values.$us, c,epditibU tesiing i1':a stron$er testing $trate than=branch testin€ and

branch testing is stronger testing strategy than the s[atement coverage-based testing. For a
lCompoSite,.condil,iEnal exr:resiion bf n Components; for condition :overag!, 2fi tdst Caies are

required. Thus, for condition coverage, the number of test cases increases exponentially with the
-riumber 

e(p,,p $ [ent Cbndnims. T[er,(fore, a condition coverage-baied teiting techniqu'e is

rflPr,$r#$3 &{,fi
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Path Uoverage
l

independent patns in the program are executed at least once. A linearly inaepenOent path can be

Control Flow Graph (CFG)
A control flow graph describes the sequence in which the different instructions of a program get

executed. tn other words, a control flow graph describes how the control flows through the
program. In ordei to draw the control flow graph of a program. all the statements of a program

must be numbered first. The different numbered statements serve as nodes of the Control flow
graph (as shown in fig. 20.2).An edge from one node to another node exists if the execution of
the statement representing the first node can result in the transfer of control to thi other node.

The CFG fur any progam can,:be easily drawn by owing how to represent tJre sequence,

selection, and iteration ffie of statements in the CFG. After all, a program is made up from these
qpes ''of stateH . Ii$" -/.!n surnmffies t ow tt e CEG for these three types of s@ents c
be,draWt. It.,is importanl to note:*at1f ite ion ffie of Cans cts'such bs$e whii'e,
construct, ttre toof condition is tested only at tt . U.!i*ing of the loop and therefore the control
flow from the last statement of the loop is always to the top of the loop. Using these basic ideas,

the CFG of Euclid's GCD computation algorithm can be drawn as sho*n in ng. ZO.:.
.:. ::

.:aist

b: a*2.1;

,Fig-i0.-2 {d; CfG for:seguen c'onstruets

Seliciibn:

if (Db)

c=3;

l)€f,x{,&=,c,tI'& r.F
'r r.ff g*rt*



lelse

o =-5=

c=c*c;

rtBr fl CIW[ 1 ffi-ffiffi :ror ;ft$ion+ild$Ets

'kiration't

ffiilg{ ,,.b}

(
1

b=b:1;

b= a;

I
I
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A path through a program is a node and edge sequence from the starti;; node to a terminal node

dthe c.nntrol flow graplr f a pr0g,4!!. The an be more than one terminal node inarprogram;
Writing test cases to cover all the paths of a typical program is impractical. For this ieison, the

independent paths.

Linearly independent prath

A linearly independent path is any path through the program that introduces at least one new

edge that is not included in any other linearly independent paths. tf a path has one new node

compared to all other linearly independent paths, then the path is also linearly independent. This is
because; any path having u r.* noO. automaiLally impties thit it has i new eAgi. Thus, a path that

In order to understand the path coveiage-based testing strategy, it is very much necessary to
understand the control flow graph (CFG) of a program. Control flow graph (CFG) of a program has

been discussed earlier.

Linearly Independent Path
The path-coverage testing does not require coverage of all paths but only coverage of linearly
independent paths. Linearly independent paths have been discussed earlier.

Cyclomatic Complexity
For more complicated programs it is not easy to determine the number of independent paths of the
program. McCabe's cyclomatic complexity defines an upper bound for ihe nurb", of linearly
independent paths through a program. Also, ihe McCabe's cyclomatic complexity is very simple to
compute. Thus, the McCabe's cyclomatic complexity metric provides a practical way of determining
the maximum number of linearly independent paths in a program. Though the McCabe's metric does

not directly identiff the linearly independent paths, but it informs approxirnately how many parhs to
look for.

There are three different ways to compute the cyclomatic complexity. The answers computed by the

$flPrCIFf,is.]r&
r, |''',4,,,S5-:flX srir/r:''=-



Given a control flow graph G of a progam, the Cyclomatic complexity V(C) can be

-- wherd N iS tr," nr*u.r,oi roaJS ort[" gorngt flory graph]end E is ihe ,rru"i 
"r"Jges 

in the

complexitl,'* 7 -6;+2 7 3,

Method 2:

An alternative way of computing the cyclomatic complexity of a program from an inspection

V(G) = Total number of bounded aieas + 1

In'thE progl 's control flow graph G, an, region enclosed.by nodei and ei can be ialled
as a bounded area. This is an easy *uy io determine the McCabe's cyclomatic complexity.

But, what if the graph G is not planar, i.e. howeveryou draw the graph, two or more edges

intersect? Actually, it can be shown that structured programs always yield planar graphs. But,
presence of GOTO's can easily add intersecting edges. Therefore, for non-structured

*ro.g1 s,tlii}"**#6,!om1.r:r,gffi 1iltUG.fu 's=cyclo.m#ie

The number of bounded aieas increases with the number of decision paths and loops.

Therefore, the McCabe's metric provides a quantitative measure of testing difficulty and the
ultimate reliability. For the CFG example shown iifig.20.3, from a visual examination of
the CFG the number of bounded areas is 2. Therefore the cyclomatic complexity, computing
with thismethod.,'is p,ls'o 2+I ;J: This',metho pr,ovjdes 6''very easy way of computing the

cyclomatii complexity of CFGs, just from a visual examination of the CFG. On the other
hand, the other method of computing CFGs is more amenable to automation, i.e. it can be

"U.t:], 
."1*lnto a program which can be uied to determine the cyclomatic complexities of

Metho Sr

The cyclomatic complexity of a p-g.* can also be easily computed by computing the

number of decision siatemenii of the program. lf N is the numbei of aecision staiemeni of a
program; then the McCabe'smetric:is pqual to N+1.

l}ePror€5f &,?r
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type, etc. A major disadvantage of the mutation-based testing approach is that it is
very expensive, since a large nu$ber of possible mutants can be generated.

Since mutation testing generates a large.number of mutants and requires us to check each mutant
with the full test suite, it is not suitable for manual testing. Mutation testing should be used in
conjunction of some testing tool which would run all the test cases autornatically.
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DEBUGGING, INTEGRATION AND SYSTEM TESTING

Need for Debugging
Once errors ur.-ii"rlifi"d in a program code, it i, n.""rrury to nrst identifu the precise program
statements responsible for the errors and then to fix them. Identifoing errors in a piogram code

Ieh-g$ilE pit'idt'eht$

The following are some of the approaches popularly adopted by programmers for debugging.

Brute Force Method:
This is the most common method of debugging but is the leasi effrcient method. kr this
approach, the program is loaded *iih print statements to print the intermediate values
with the hope that some of the piinted values will help to identifr the itaiement in error.
Tt lt uppiorch becomes more systematic with the use of a s5rmbolic debugger (atso caUea

a source code debugger), because values ofdifferent uataLtes can be easily checked and

break points and watch points can be easiiy set to test the values of variables effortlessly.
Backtracking:

This is also a fairly common approach. In this upp.ou.h, beginning from the statement at

which an effor syrnptom tlrs Ueen observed, ,t. ,orr.. .ode"is trac"ea backwards until the
error is discovered. Unfortunately, as the ,u*b", of source lines to be traced back
increases, the nurb", of potential backward paths increases and may become

unmanageably large ttrus limiting the use of this approach.

In this approaCh, a list of causes which could possibly have contributed to the error
symptom is developed and tests are conducted to eliminate each. A related technique of
identification of the error from the error iymptom is the software fault tree analysis.

Program Slicing: 
J

, -This tech{$b is similar to back iracking. Here the search space is reduced by defining
.slices* slile of aBrogam fo'i a particul#vari e at+particular statemext is the set of
source lines preceding this statement that can influence the value of that variable.

$flP?',#flqfi_fi'& ]r
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Debugging is often carried out by programmers based on their ingenuity. The following are iome
general guidelines for effeciive debugging:

. Many times debugging requires a thorough understanding of the prog*rn O.iig". frying
to debug baied on a partial understanding of the system design and implementation may
requiie an'inordinate aryount of effort to;be put,inls {e$uggingever simple problp.,.,ms.

. Debugging may sornetimes even require full redesign of the system. In such cases, a

:om.mon 
mistake that novice programmers often make is attempting not to fix the error

but lts symptoms.

Therefoie after every iound of error-f*ing, refiession testing must be carried out.

Program Analysis Tools
A program analysis tool means an automated tool that takes the source code or the executable

code of a p,rrogram as,input and prodqC''eilrepo4lq regarding sev,eral important'Chara stics+f
$ +ioefqn, such as its size, compiexity, id v of co meniing; aAhiience to plggramming

standards, etc: Wecan Classiff-theBe.,!1t .broad ca!.egorie$:;ofprogal* ana$sis tmlsl :-

. . Dynamic Analysis tools
. Static program analysis tools

Static Analysis Tool is also a program analysis tool. It assesses and computes various

lCharacteristics of a so,ftware prodlet With,out exgqltrns itiTypi0ally, static dalVsis tgof$,analyze

sorne StrucJuial rg-.preieptation of a pro.g@ toftive at',cortXi$ alytical concluSions, el r that
sbmeskustul1pio.pe*iep..ho|d.{hesm.c.1propeiesatar.e.1usuaI]y'.1ft.'fl?ly?9dar*.

_

used are also checked.

Ae walk.through$ andiCodo insp@iols might be ionsideied as static analysis methods.; Buto. ,

ih,e term static program analysis is used to denote automated analysis tools. So, a compiler ian be

Dynq4qiC rogram anagsislonlp; nyll ic p ru* @ysis,tgchniques requlre the program to

be,e=*Cc ted ffiit!,,acrua1,Q3havioi re., ed.'A $,y-..,namic ffiyzeo usdlly ins],,1ume e code

instrumented code when executed allows us to record the behavior of the software for different

fisPr$Fc*s&'1Ir-
I.il55.,,[Jl serrirr::'



dynimic analysis toot cariei oui i posi exeCuiion anAiiii and produces reporti whiCh describe

the structural coverage that has been aChieved by the complete test suite foi the program. For

Cxample, the post execution @amid an lysis-rep rt mi piovide data o* nt statement,

Normally the dynamic analysis results are reported in the form of a histogram or a pie chart to
describe the structural coverage achieved for different modules of the program. The output of a

dynamie anaJ5zsis tbol can be'stored rud ptintd easily d prcvi&s evideace that thorough

testing has been done. The dynamic analysis ,"sults thi extent of testing performed in white-box
mode. If the testing coverage is not satisfactory more test casei can be designed ana aaO"A to ine
test suite. Further, dynamic analysis reiults Can help to eliminate redundant test cases from the

,flspr{}r{1,cfr* rr
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Top-Down Integration TeCting

Top-down iniegration teiting starts with the main routine and one or two subordinate routines in
the system. After the top-level 'skeleton' has been tested, the immediately subroutines of the
'skeleton' are combined with it and tested. Top-down integration testing approach requires the
use of program stubs to simulate the effect or to*..-t.u;i ;;;; ,r',u, ui" .ril.J uv tn. .oriir",
under test. A pure top-down integration does not require any driver routines. a disadvandge of
the top-down integration testing approach ii that in the absence of lower-level routines, many
times it may become diificuli to exercise the top-level routines in the Jesired manner since the

Iower-level routines perform several iow-level functions such as VO.

Mixed Integrafi on Testing
A mixed (also called sandwiched) integration testing follows a combination of top-down and

bottom-up testing approaches. In top-down approach, testing can start only after the top-level
modules have been coded and unit tested. Similarly, bottom-up tesiing cin start only after the
,bott0m level modUles are ieadf,,, e;'mi*ed pioach*eroomes this shortcoming of the top-
down and bottom-up approaches. In the mixed testing approaches, testing can start as and when

modules become available. Therefore, this is one oithe most commonly used integration testing
approaches.

Phased Vs. Incremental Testing
The different integration testing shategies are either phased or incremental. A comparison of

o In incremental integration testing, only one new module is added to the partial
system each time.

o In phased integration, a group of related modules are added to the partial system

each time.

Phased integration requires less number of integration steps compared to the incremental
integration approach. However, when failures are detected, it is easierio debug the system in the
incremental testing approach since it is known that the error is ca,rsed Uy alOition of a single
module. ln fact, big bang testingis a degenerate case of the phased integration testing approach.

System.ies ;.* aiqidba'to:=l[tidati a'ffi air.iofta efi io,-us th# it-meers its
.requidm s, Thefd i63ting;

a' AIB.ha Tisting.. Alfta iefets't6'the's1lStem'testing cmried out by the test team

". within thO,developifig.o izatioh. : :::

. .3eta testing. Beta testing is,the system testing performed by a select gioup of friendly
customers. :

o Acceptance Testing. Acceptance testing is the system testing performed by the customer
to determine whether he should accept the delivery of the system.

EgFti{lF{ltY'r* Jf
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In each of the above types of tests, various kinds of test cases are designed by referring to the

SRS document. Broadly, these tests can be classified into funCtionality and performance tests.

The functionality test tests the functionality of the software to check whether it satisfies the

,ftn'dional rbquirements as documented in the RS documenl:$e F,erfoffifie test tests the
tunform Ceof the system with the nonftnitional requirem9,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,ntsrof the system.

Performance testing''is .uoi{ out i; ..n""[. *n.ther flre';r;tem need*s rhe npn-functional
requirements identified in the SRS docum.ni. Tt"r. ur"..u"ruf typir of p"rformance testing.

f'#dmi:dihe *tSi.ig:5disc$$b* befgrv, The_types of pd#,.{gan!ffifitin_Ftu be died
out o+e"$ systeq*(glend on the different non-functionit reqpfements of the iystem documented

infu,sRSdocument.Allperformaq8etestscanbecohsideiedasblack.boi[ests,,

. Compatibility testing

. Regression testing

. Maintenan"" i"rling

.

Stress Testing -Stress testing is also known as endurance testing. Stress testing
evaluates system performance when it is stressed for short periods of time. Stress tests are
black box tests which are designed to impose a range of abnormal and even illegal input

:COnHiti*'ia x ffitress tl" cipaUitltiei of the software.r"put Oata:vot s,; inpui Uta=,,

rate, processing time, utilization of memory, etc. are iested beyond the designed capacity.
For example, suppose an operating system is supposed to support 15 multi programmed
jobs, the system is stressed by attempting to run l5 or more jobs simultaneously. A real-
time system might be tested to determine the effect of simultan"ou, ur.iuul of s.ueral
h igh-priority interrupts.

Stress testing is especially important for systems that usually operate below tt e *aximum
capacity but are severely stressed ai some peak demand hours. For example, if the non-
functional requirement specification states tllat tJre response time should not be more tlan
20 secs per transaction when 60 Concurrent users are working, then during the stress
testing the response time is checked with 60 rsers working simultaneouriy.

Volume Testing-It is especially important to check whether the data iiruct*es (arrays,
queues, stacks, etc.) have been designed to successfully extraordinary situations. For

ilEPT Of-{'-r'-E & 1r
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example, a compiler might be teited io'iheCk whether the symbol table overflows *hen a

:: . l

Configuration Testing - This is used to analfe system behavior in various hardware

and software configurations specified in the requirements. Sometimes systems aie built in
variable .onfigu.ions for iifferent users. For instance, we might a"fin" a minimal
system to serve a single user, and other exteniion configurations to serve additional useri.
The system is configured in each of the required configurations and ii is checked if the

Compatibili$ T,es1i *fhis ffi of i g,"ii i$q$ireO$en the system interfaCei with
othei types of systems. Compatibility aimi to check whether the inierface functions
pemorrn as requrreo. For instance, if the system needs to communicate with a large
database system to retrieve information, compatibility testing is required to test the speed

and accuracy ofdata retrieval.

Regr:ession Testing -This type of testing is'r.equired wh'en the system being tested is an

upgradation of an aiready existing system to fix some bugs or enhance functionality,
performance, etc. Regression testing is the practice of running an old test suite after each

"t 
urg" to the system or after 

"u.h 
brg fix to ensure that no n.* brg I',r, U."n introduced

due to the chanle or the bug fix. Ho*u.., if only a few statements-are ctranged, then the
entire test suite need not be run - only those test cases that test the functions that are

necoverv Tqs .R..; r"rr,n, ."r,r.i; ;i*"r-"=;r rn" ;#- e ;ii;;;;" "tfaults. or loss of power, devices, services, data, etc. The system is subjected to the loss of
thb'mentidned-=:resorrte5. (.as lip.ahle an:d di ssed::in the SRS doiument) and it is

:

checked if the system recovers satisfactorily. For example, ihe printer can be

disConnected-to,'check if.the syitem'hangl.'or, ihi'power *uy 6" shut d t6 check the
extent of data loss and coorptior.

Maintenance {esting-,,.This testing. addiesses the diagnostic prograrns, and other
procedures that are required to be developed to help mainteo*"" oi tt'," slstem. It is
verifiedthatiheartifactsexistandtheyperform|'operty'

D'otumeiitatim, TCSting--It is checked that *errequited user. maaud; mdnt&ance
manuals, and teChnical manuals exist and are consistent. If the requirements specify the
types of iudience for which a specific manual should be designed, then the manual is
checked for compliance.

flflF{{}Jr dl;\u & tr
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meets all user requirements concerning the usei interface. During usability testing, the
d-isplay ,ir".rr, report formats, anO oiner aspects relating to the user interface
requirements are tested.

Error Seeding

Sometimes the customer might specify the rnaximum number of allowable errors thai may be

preseni in the delivered system. These are often eipressed in terms of maximum number of
allowable errors per line of iource code. Error seed can be used to estimate the number of
residual emors in a system. Error seeding, as the name implies, seeds the Code with some known
errors. In other words, some artificial errors are introduced into the program artificially. The
number of these seeded errors detected in the course of the standard testing procedure is
determined. These values in con-iunction with the number of unseeded errors detected can be

used to predict:.
. The number of errors remaining in the product.

Let N be the total number of defects in the system and let n of tlrese defects be found by testing.
Let S be the totalnumber of seeded defeCts, and let s of these defects be fourd during testing.

or i\

Defects still remaining after testing = N-n : px(S - s)/s

Error:seedin! works'satisfaqtorily, only if the kind of seeded emors matches closely with ttre ilna
of defects that actually exist. Hower.i, it is Jifncutt to predict the rypes of er.ors that exist in a
software. To some extent, the different categoiies of errors tlat remain can be estimated to i first
approximation by analyzing historical data of ri-it* projects. Due to tbe shortcoming that the
types of seeded errors should match closely with the types of errors aCtually eiisting in the code,

error seeding is useful only to a moderate extent.

Regression testing does not belong to either unit test, integration test, or system testing. lnstead,
it is a sepaiate dimension to these three forms oitesting. The functionality of regreision testing

fl{fr#E C$s & ff
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SOTTWA.RE I4AINI.BNANCE

Software maintenance is becoming an important activity of a large number of software

organizations. This is no surprise, given the rate of hardware obsolescence, the immortality of a

products run on nefue1 platforms,"run:in new€i enliroarme , and/nr with erthanc'ed featurei.

functions, maintenance is necessary. Also, wtenever the support environment of a softwaie
pioduct chang'Os, tha SnftE4ra p-o&ct'iiquirqew4 to upwjth the,n f inteffice. FOi

instance, a software product may need to be maintained when the operating system changes.

Thus, 'gvsry. sofuare- profuct -o-linues toietolve: er itSr development through maintenance

efforts. Therefore it can be stated that software maintenance is needed to correct errors, enhanCe

Thgie arg,b3sicallyffie"fypes f. ajnt4:e+es9g:
:il C_.o tt : C@cti@,mainlfuffi 9f a software produCt is necessary_to rectlff..th.Q$$s

observed while the system is in use.'

. Adaptive: A software produit mighi neea milnienance when the customers need the

product to run on new platforms, on new operafing iystems, or when they need the
- ': prodtct to iuterf,ace with ne* hardWare o1 sofif!.fp

o Perfective: A software product needs maintenance to support the new features that users

want it to support, to change different functionalities of the system according to customer

ProbIemsassociatedwithsoftwaremaintenance
Software maintenance work typically is much more expensive than what it should be and takes

more time than required. ln ioftware organizations, maintenance work is mostly carried out
using ad troc tectrniques. The primary reason being that software maintenance is one of the most

neglected aieas of software engineering. Even though software maintenance is fast becoming an :)

importani area of work for many companies as the software products of yester years age, itill
software mainte-nance is mostly being carried out as fiie-fighting operations, rather than through

Software maintenance has a very poor image in industry. Therefore, an organization often cannot

employ bright engineers to carry out maintenance work. Even though maintenance suffers from a
poor image, the work involved is often more challenging than development work. During

$flP?rslic*X& fr
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maintEnanCd'it is n6cessar to thoiougly undirit a i'Qmqone atse;s *orl< and$", cirr out the

Another problem associated with maintenance work is that the majoriry of software products
needing maintenance are legacy products.

S@ar*eteise b@eering is pio'cess of recovering the design the'iequirements
specification of a product from an analysis of its coAi. The purpose of reverse engineering ii to
facilitate mainteuance work by improving the understandabiliry of a system and to produce the

necessary documents for a Iegacy system. Reverse engineering is becoming irnportant, since
legacy sofffiare products lack proper umentation, and are h,#lt llostructured* Even well-
designed products become legacy software as their structure degrades through a series of

The first stage of reverse engineering usually focuses on carrying out cosmetic changes to the

code to impiove its readability, struCture-,.=.and lnderstandabilitpwithoul',C anging of s

functionalities. A process model foi reverse engineering has been shown in fig.24.1. A program

can be reformatted using any of the several available prettyprinter programs which layout the
program neatly. Many legacy software products with complex control structure and unthoughtful
variable names are difficult to comprehend. Assigning meaningful variable names is important
because meaningful variable names are the most helpful thing in code documentaiion. All
variables, data stnrctures, and functions should be aisi-ened meaningful names wherever possible.

Complex nested conditionals in the progriln can be replaced by simpler conditionai siatements

Fig. 24.1! A pioc$ss model fur iev,erse engineeiing
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Fig.24.2: Cosmetic changes carried out before reverse engineering

Legacy software products
It is prudent to define a legacy system as any software system that is hard to maintain. The
typical problems associated with legacysystems are'poor documentation, unstructured (spaghetti
code with ugly control structure). and Iack of personnel knowledgeable in the product. Many of
the legacy systems were developed long time back. But. it is poslsiUt. that a recently developed
system having poor design and documentation can be considered to be a Iegacy system.
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. the resources available to the maintenance team

. the conditions of the existing product (e,9., how structured it is, how well documented it
is, etc.)

. the expected project risks, etc.

When the changes needed to a software product are minor and straighforward, the code can bb

directly modified and the changes appropriately reflected in all the documents. But more

elaborate activities are required when the required changes are not so trivial. Usually, for
complex maintenance projects for legacy systems, the software process can be represeuted by a

reverse engineering cycle followed by a forward engineering cycle with an ernphasis on as much

reuse as possible from the existing code and other docurnents.
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SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE PROCESS MODELS

Fig. 25.1: Maintenance process model I
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Software Reengineering
Software reengineering is a combination of two consecutive processes i.e. software reverse

engineering and software forward eflgineering as snowfi in tlie fig. 25.2. .:

Estimation of approximate maintenance cost
It is well known that maintenance efforts require about 60% of the total Iife cycle cost for a

typical software product. However, maintenance costs vary widely from one application domain
to anotlter. For embedded systerns. the maintenance cost can be as much as 2 to 4 times the
development cost.

Boehm [981] proposed a formula for estimating maintenance costs as part of his COCOMO
cost estimation model. Boehm's maintenance cost estimation is made in terms of a quantity
called the Annual Change Traffic (ACT). Boehm defined ACT as the fraction of a softwarl
product's souree instruetions which undergo change during a rypical year either through addition
or deletion.

ACT : KLOC rao.a t-l(LQe-o.r"t.o
KLOCtnt r

Thus, the code that is changed. should be counted in both the code added and the code deleted.
TIte annual change traffic (ACT) is multiplied with the total development cost to arrive at the

maintenance cost = ACT x..developmentcost.

Most maintenance cost estimation models, however, yield only approximate results because they
do nottake into account several factors such as experience level of the engineers, and familiarity
of the engineers with the product. hardware requirements, software complexity, etc.



LECTURE NOTE 26

SOFTWARE RELIABILITY AND QUALITY MANAGEMEI\T

Repeatable vs. non-repeatable soffware development organization
A,lenealble,,sdffu devclrr f L=f 

iaf is',one in which the s'ofqaro$b1br,,r nt
process is person-independent. h i non-iepeataUie software development oy,eanization, a

hrilliance, or enthusiasm displayed by certain individuaii. Thus, in a non-repeatable sofrware

development organization, eC changes of.su@ssfirl completion bf a'softwaro,project is to a
peat extent depends on the teffimembers. 'i.i', '==

Software Reliability
Reliabiliry of a software product essentially denotes its trustworthiness or dependability.

Alternatively, reliability of a software product can also be defined as the probability of the

productworking..correctIy',overagivenperiodoftirne'

It is obvious that a software product having a large number of defects is unreliable. It is also

clear that the reliability of a system improves, if the number of defects in it is reduced. However,

there is no simple relationship between the observed system reliabiliry and the number of latent

defects in the system. For example, removing errors from parls of a software which are rarely
executed makes little difference to the perceived reliabilif of the product. It has been

experirnentally observed by analyzing the behavior of a large number of programs that 9070 of
the execution time of a typical propana is spent in executing only 10% of the instructions in$e
program. These most used tOX inri*.tions are often called the core of the program. The iest

90% of the program statements are called non-core and are executed only for 10% of the total

execution time, It therefore may -not be very surprising to note that removing 60% pioduct

defects from tle least used parts of a system would rypically lead to only 3Yo itnprovement to the

product reliability. It is clear that the quantify by wliich the overall reliability of a program

improves due to the comection of a single error depends on how frequently the corresponding

instruction is executed.

Thus, reliability of a product depends not only on the number of latent erors but also on the

exact location of the erors. Apart from this, reliability also depends upon how the product is

used, i.e. on its execution profile. If it is selected input data to the system such that only the

"correctly" implemented functions are executed, none of tlie emors will be exposed and the

perceived reliability of the product will be high. On the other hand, if the input data is selected

such that only those functions whici contain errors are invoked, the perceived retiability of the

system will be very low.
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Reasons for software reliability being difficult to measure
The reasons why software reliability is difficult to measure can be summarized as

follows:
. The reliability i.p.or"*"rt due to fixing a single bug depends on where the bug is

. The perceived reliability of a softwaie product is highly observer-dependent.

. The reliability of a produci keeps changing as errors u.e detecieO and fixed.

. - Hard*are.1lliabiliw +s.

Reliability behavioi for hardware and softwu." ur" very different. For example, hardware failures
are inii tly ditr t=tprn,:sonW Aitui*r, Most hardware failures are due io fupoo.nt
wear and tear. A logic gate miy be stuck at I or 0, or a resistor might short circuit. To fix

product would 
"onrinu. 

to fail until the 
"oo, 

ir'irr.ked down and either the design or the code is

changed. For ihis reason, when a lrardware ii repaired its reliability is maintained at the level that
existed before the failure occurred; whereas when a software frilr.e is repaired, the reliability
may either increase or decrease (reliability may decrease if a bug introduces new errors). To put
this fact in a different perspective. hardware reliability study is concerned with stability (for
Example, inter-ftilure tides,remain constant). On the othei hand, software reliabifi$ study ai s .

at reliability growth (i.e. inter-failure times increase). The change of failure rate over the product
lifetime for a typical hardware and a software product are sketched in fig.26.1. For hardware
products, it can be observed that failuie rate is high initially but decreas"s as ihe faulty
components ai,e iaeniiflga ana doved.fte syri*m then enters its usefui fiie. Afteii ;E-+ima=i
(called product life time) ih" .orponents wear out, and the failure rate increases. This gives the
plot of hardware ietiaOiliyovil time iis t[@eii'r11.q irbath:fub" shape. On the other hand, for
toft*rr" the failure rate is at it's highest during integraiion and test. As the system is tested,
aoi"6.o'.i[u,*;r"iaialih;a-d.i*;oi@ilie;o.i"adt*a.fajIure...iatd,Thiserror.

oVd,continuei-a a-.tlow paee dddng the useful lif-e of the product. As the sofotr/ate' ' ,

becomes obsolete no error correctioni occurs and the failure iate remains unchanged.
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degroe of reliabilitl, a sYstem [ . r;i'e ptb, thdre ft eci e+ecnniques f #e.as i*e

+ffi&atie|wfiich would result,in obtaining iil'b. E b*irormdct v tua itudpep,.,,.,,.,,.,1!1elof is
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C lassi fi cation o f software fail ures

A possible classification of failures of software products into five different types is as follows:

. Transient- Transient failures occur only for certain input values while invoking a

function of the system.

o Permanent- Permanent failures occur for all input values while invoking a function of
the system.

=- r Recoverable- {hen recove.rable failures occur, the system recovef-.s with or without operator

intervention.

. I]nrecoverable- In unrecoverable failures, the system may need to be restarted.

o Cosmetic- These classes of failures cause- only minor irritations, 
.and 

do n:t lead. to

inoorrect results. An exampie of a cosmetic failure is the case where the mouse button has

i to be clicked twice instead of once to invoke a given function through the p'qphical user
r,,r,i.i irrterfacer=t ' 
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LECTURE NOTE 27

RELIABILITY GROWTH MODELS

Fig. 27.1:.Step function model ofreliability gowth

Littlewood and Verall's Model -This model allows for negative reliability growth to reflect the

fact that rvhen a repair is carried out, it may introduce additional errors. It also models the fact
that as effors are repaired, the average improvement in reliability per repair decreases (Fig.27 .2).

lt treat's an error's conkibution to reliability improvement to be an independent random variable
having Gamma distribution. This distribution models the fact that error corrections with large

contributions to reliability growth are removed first. This represents diminishing return as test

contrnues.
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Statistical Testing ,

Statistical testing is a testing process whose objective is to determine the reliabiliry of software
products rather than discovering errors. Test cases are designed for statistical testing with an

entirely different objective than those of conventional testing.

0peration profile
Different categories of users may use a software for different purposes. For example, a Librarian
might use the library automation software to create member records, add books to the library,
etc. whereas a library member mig&t use to software to query about the availability of the book,
orto issue and return books. Formally, the operation profile of a software can be defined as the
probabiliry distribution of the input of an average user. If the input to a nunber of classes {Ci} is
divided, the probabiliry value of a class represent the probabiliry of an average user selecting his

next input from this class. Thus, the operation profile assigns a probability value P; to each input
class C;.
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